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Volume 1
Preface

H

i, I’m A.Ron, cohost of Bald Move’s creatively
titled podcast, “The Game of Thrones Podcast
by Bald Move.” On November 9, 2017, a guy
named “Anthony” sent a message to Bald Move’s general
Game of Thrones email inbox. My cohost Jim and I were
just finishing up the rewatch of season 2—which means
at that point we had been talking about Game of Thrones
nonstop for about eighteen weeks. I was already looking
forward to the holiday season and taking a few weeks off
at the end of the year to enjoy Christmas and the New Year
with my family.
Now, I get a lot of email during Game of Thrones
season. Way too much to possibly read on air, and on
some weeks too much to read in any kind of detail at all.
I’ve become pretty good at sizing up an email based on
its size, introduction, and general composition, and can
often tell at a glance whether an email is going to make it
into the podcast.
This email was different; it was led by the words
“***not for airtime***” at the top. Not for airtime? Nobody
starts off an email like that. You send emails to our Game
of Thrones inbox precisely because you’re hoping to run the
gauntlet and rise above the hundreds, if not thousands of
other people sending feedback to get read on air.
What Anthony wanted—as you can now see—was to
collaborate on a book. He was meeting with publishers to
pitch some ideas he was kicking around. One of them was
a “chapter-by-chapter treatment of the various religions,
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beliefs, and systems of praxis in the world of ice and fire.”
Who was this guy who throws around words like praxis?
Well, Anthony is a religious scholar; he’s thought a
lot about ancient religions and how they intersect with
cultures and peoples, and how that process gives rise to
new religions and reformations, which in turn merge and
meld and fragment and decline. I could immediately see
the appeal of this kind of thinking applied to the world of
Game of Thrones.
As a huge fan of George Martin’s A Song of Ice and
Fire, I’m always hungry for new ways to think about the
material, new lenses from which to view it, and new ideas
and theories that spark discussion and add new layers of
appreciation for our favorite characters. A few days later, I
responded to Anthony’s email that I was interested. After
much persistent and yet patient prodding (it must be said
Anthony is very good at wrangling a very busy and easily
distracted podcaster), we came to terms in early January
2018 to cowrite the book you now hold in your hands.
The idea is to take his scholarship and background
in comparative religion and wed it to my knowledge of
Game of Thrones lore and general irreverence that I’ve
acquired from eight years of professional podcasting and
a lifetime of being a smartass. I’ve always had a weakness
for serious scholarship in the pursuit of the minimally
important or even the absurd. From Larry Niven writing about Superman’s love life (Man of Steel, Woman of
Kleenex, 1969) to astrophysicist Curtis Saxon contemplating the inevitable Ewok holocaust after exhaustively
calculating the Death Star’s energy output (on the order of
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 watts, in
case you were wondering), we are hoping to tap into this
long history of entertaining analysis of pop culture using
the full battery of intellectual weaponry.
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We both learned many things and laughed a lot while
making this book. Anthony and I hope that, whether
you’re an initiate or a maester yourself, you’ll pick up some
new and intriguing ideas and have fun doing so.
A.Ron Hubbard
Cincinnati, Ohio
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There is in Celtic mythology the notion of “thin places” in the
universe where the visible and the invisible world come into
their closest proximity. To seek such places is the vocation
of the wise and the good— and for those that find them, the
clearest communication between the temporal and eternal.
Mountains and rivers are particularly favored as thin places
marking invariably as they do, the horizontal and perpendicular frontiers. But perhaps the ultimate of these thin
places in the human condition are the experiences people are
likely to have as they encounter suffering, joy, and mystery.
—Peter J. Gomes
Distinctive Elements
ӫӫ animism
ӫӫ thin places
ӫӫ dirty hippies
Key Adherents
ӫӫ Ned Stark
ӫӫ Sansa Stark
ӫӫ Jojen Reed (now available in convenient, delicious,
and mind-expanding paste!)
T R AV E L G U I D E

T

he snowcaps and slopes of the North have
attracted adventurous tourists for millennia. Ancient woods, glistening tundra, and the
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fjords—oh, the fjords! But while the gelid beauty of the
North is inviting, many Southerners find the culture
difficult to navigate. Everything you’ve heard about these
Portlandia savages beyond the Wall is true, and they’re
committed to keeping the Lands of Always Winter weird.
The North is rife with militant musicians, feral feminists,
and astral-bodied arborists. You’re more likely to find a
shaman than a shower. They call themselves the Free Folk
and they don’t kneel unless it’s to scalp a crow. Wildlings
are crazy-go-nuts for crow killing. So in packing your
holiday wardrobe, avoid taking the black.
If you can get past the anti-authoritarian tribalism,
you might find respite among the tree huggers. Chill
out among the weirwoods with Leaf the voodoo child
and learn the virtues of flower power. Pass the time with
sprightly seniors and gentle-giant vegetarians. If hiking is
your jam, the trails beyond the Frostfang Mountains are
groovy. The vistas of the Fist of the First Men will blow
your hair back. For foodies, the regional cuisine is one of
a kind. Keep an eye out for the unique street fare in Thenn
country. While the vendors can be a bit rough around the
edges, all the items on the menu will be locally sourced,
free-range, and lack any GMOs, pesticides, or antibiotics.
Be deeply skeptical of any claim to be “cruelty free.”
DEEP DIVE: WUNDERKIND

T

he mythistory of Westeros begins with
gnomish creatures with centuries-long lifespans.
Think of Puck from A Midsummer Night’s Dream
then sprinkle a bit of True Detective Carcosa worship and
you’ve got the “Children of the Forest.” This pint-sized
people thrived during the Dawn Age, before the coming
of the so-called First Men. The men—having the cultural
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sensitivity of donkeys—dubbed them “Children.”7 The
neighboring giants of the Dawn Age called them “squirrel people.” We’re not sure which of these labels is more
offensive. But determining a self-designation for them
is difficult due to the fact that their language remains a
mystery. What they called themselves in the early days
remains a mystery because their language was notoriously
difficult to understand. Early traditions say that they spoke
by mimicking the sounds of streams, rolling rocks, and
rustling leaves. So communicating even proper names
was extremely difficult. We will refer to them as “Children”
over the course of this book. But while our fingers type
Children, in our hearts we will gurgle, swish, and flutter.
Clearly, Martin wants us to imagine a small, leafy
people who look like human children at first glance. Upon
first meeting Leaf, Bran Stark wonders if she is a child.
But once face-to-face with her, Bran realizes that she is
much older (Dance 13, Bran II). “Leaf ” is the name Bran
gives her, as she has leaves for clothing and something
like a bird’s nest for hair. Alas, it seems that Granola Boy
is turning into a damned hippie.
All of the details about the Children’s appearance
prepare Martin’s readers for nature magic and nature
worship. This is Martin’s way of explaining animism to us
without using the term “animism.” These leafy people don’t
just worship trees; they look like squirrels, dress in leaves,
and are named “Leaf.” Even if he hit us over the head with
a pan flute, it couldn’t be more obvious that Martin intends
to communicate a culture of animism.8
It might be more appropriate to call the ritualized
life of the Children a worldview or a cosmology rather
than a religion. In this understanding of the world, there
is almost no distinction between the elements of nature
and spirituality. In other words, there is no dividing line
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7. Colonizers who perceive
aboriginal cultures to be inferior tend
to describe these cultures as childlike.

Deep Dive: Wunderkind

8. The term “animism” has fallen
out of favor in many anthropological
circles. The religious category was
developed in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries by modern
Europeans who attempted to classify
and label ancient cultures. So ancient
people (like the Celts) would not have
thought of themselves in these terms.
The term, however, was embraced
by modern nature spiritualities (like
Wicca) in an attempt to part ways with
established Western traditions. Martin
claims to have patterned the “old
gods” after Celtic and Norse systems
alongside Wicca. The first two of
these are indeed ancient, but Wiccan
adaptation of paganism is quite
modern. So the rituals and worship
of the Children are an amalgam of
ancient and modern constructs. As
such, the term animism is appropriate.
Moreover, Martin himself uses the
term “animism” in describing his
construct. See Martin, “Talks at
Google,” YouTube, August 6, 2011.
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between sacred and secular (as we might find with the
maesters). For cultures like the Children of the Forest,
hunting, gathering, eating, worship, and healing are all
tied together. Every rock, hill, and stream is animated with
divine life (Game 66, Bran VII). These gods are numerous
and nameless but they are ever-present.
Not every blade of grass, however, is animated
equally and some cows are more sacred than others.
To illustrate this point with an analogy, let’s look East.
One of the most ancient cultures of Essos, the Rhoynar,
worshipped the great river goddess: Mother Rhoyne. The
Rhoynar venerated other gods, too, crab and turtle gods
among them. But Mother Rhoyne (a Nile River doppelganger) was among the most powerful forces of nature
in the known world. It makes sense, then, that the river
goddess would be higher in rank than the other gods in
the Rhoynar pantheon. Almost every necessity of life was
gathered from the bounty of this river (World, “Ten Thousand Ships”). The many people who drew from the Rhoyne
naturally thought of her as their big mama. This shows
how geography can determine a god’s cosmological rank
from an animistic perspective.
The Children of the Forest’s natural habitat is—and
you may find this shocking—the forest. It stands to reason,
therefore, that tree gods will be most honored. To drive
this point home, Martin’s world includes certain elements
of nature that defy natural decay. Within the forests of
Westeros, weirwood trees live on perpetually if they are
left alone (Dance 34, Bran III). Like the great River Rhoyne,
such trees are seemingly eternal. And if eternal, they
require a more robust mythology.
Imagine that you’ve got an animistic worldview,
living among the trees, and one species of tree is seemingly eternal. Chances are good that you’ll conclude that
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the gods of the weirwoods are the most powerful deities
of the northern landscape. Greater attention, more earnest
prayer, and better sacrifices are owed to such gods. Over
time these actions become patterns, and patterns become
rituals. Before you know it, you’re hanging the entrails of
your enemies on their branches. (That’s just how slippery
slopes work, dude.)9
Weirwood groves function like temples for a culture
without buildings. The weirwood grove is a sacred place
where the veil between the spiritual and physical world is
especially permeable. In Celtic terminology, such places
are called “thin places.” Real-world examples of thin places
would include the stone circle at Drombeg or the Hill of
Tara tombs. These are both ancient Irish examples. They
were most likely considered thin places before the Celts
arrived in Ireland. And after the marriage of Celtic and
Roman cultures, Celtic Christianity carried on the concept
of thin places. The Isle of Iona—the heralded cradle of
Christianity in Scotland—is often called a thin place.
Something very similar could be said of Martin’s
landscape. The Isle of Faces and pinnacle of High Heart
(more on these below) are examples of thin places. In such
places, the Children carve faces on the weirwood trees in
order to commune with the divine. While all of nature is
infused with spirituality, certain locations have thinner
time-space fabrics and are therefore closer to the gods.

Drombeg Stone Circle
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9. It may be helpful here to point
out the difference between animism
and naturalistic pantheism. Pantheism
holds that the universe and God are
identical. Or, formulated slightly
differently, it holds that the same
divine life force pervades all of nature
to form a summative unity (compare,
e.g., Taoism). The Children of the
Forest fit better within an animistic
system, as they believe that particular
spirits inhabit particular elements of
nature. For a pantheist, there would be
no need to single out a river goddess
or a tree god as special. These two
cosmologies do sometimes overlap,
varying from culture to culture.
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10. If thought of in Norse mythological terms, the cosmos is made up of
nine worlds and they are networked
within the branches and roots of the
World Tree. Because these worlds are
connected, there are certain gateway
places between worlds. Think of the
Bifröst, the famous rainbow bridge
that allows the Mighty Thor to venture
from Asgard to Midgard, better
known to us mortals as “Earth.”

In carving faces into weirwood bark, the Children
created a permanent connection with the gods. (How
the old gods initially came into being is a topic for Gods
of Thrones, volume 2. For now we will just point out that
greenseers enjoy a “second life” after they die by merging
with the trees they inhabit; Dance 34, Bran III.) The sap
of weirwood is crimson, giving the appearance of eyes
and mouths that drip blood. Who doesn’t want to cozy
up to a dryad weeping bloody tears? Once the white bark
was punctured, these “Heart Tree” faces became conduits
between thin places. Such faces don’t simply represent a
personalized portrait of a nameless god. The Children
carved eyes into these trees so that the gods could witness
their devotion (World, “The Dawn Age”).10
The Children employed “greenseers” (very much like
shamans) to mediate their thin places. Greenseers are able
to see beyond the strictures of time and space. On occasion, they wield the power of the spiritual world in ways
that seem magical to outsiders. This brings us to the light
topic of blood sacrifice. But before addressing the hilarity
of human smoothies and circling entrails, let’s turn our
attention to the vegetarian giants of the North.
It will have to remain a mystery why the shy giants
of the North warred with the wise Children of the Forest.
This part of Dawn Age history is murky. The most likely
answer relates to the territorial nature of the Children. We
know that they will go to war to defend their sacred trees.
Couple this with the fact that the giants are known for
roaming and taking whatever they want, and you’ve got a
problem (World, “The Dawn Age”). Whatever the reason,
the giants and the Children were often at loggerheads.
During periods of war, the hunters of the Children—called Forest Dancers—become warriors. The
fact that their bows are made from weirwood (Game 66,
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Bran VII) is telling, as it reminds us that all life patterns
are connected to the spirit world. Again, there is no
distinction between sacred and secular in the culture of
the Children. Weirwood can be used to enhance life and
defend life. Greenseers therefore had a double function:
they were shamans who communed with spirits and they
were spies who used the conduits between thin places to
gather wartime intelligence.
You might think that being able to peer into the
future through the eyes of the Heart Trees would be
a dominating wartime advantage. But we guess that
greenseers were quite limited in their ability to predict
the future. Otherwise, the Children would not have been
driven to retreat by the giants and, eventually, the First
Men. An obvious analogue here is Melisandre, to whom
visions of possible futures appear, but who sometimes fails
in her interpretation. Or it could be that Martin’s worldbuilding efforts are intentionally vague for a reason: characters who know the future completely are no fun. Whatever
the greenseers predictive abilities are, it seems that the
Heart Trees are more valuable as spying mechanisms. This
is why the First Men eventually felled all Heart Trees in the
South. Seemingly—once the Heart Trees are destroyed—
the Children’s wartime prowess diminishes significantly.
By far the greatest act of weaponized weirwood
wonderment is found in the legend of the “Hammer of the
Waters.” This legend is an etiology (a story that explains
the cause of something) accounting for the sunken land
bridge between Westeros and Essos. When the First Men
colonized Westeros, they threatened the forests. This
resulted in two thousand years of war between the colonizers and the aboriginals. To impede colonization, the
Children endeavored to crush the path the First Men took
from Essos to Dorne. Their greenseers performed ritual
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blood offerings by the hundreds (perhaps sacrificing their
own offspring) to summon “the Hammer.” The details
of this legend are vague, but the Hammer seems to have
taken the form of a great flood (the Rhoynar have a similar legend about weaponizing the Rhoyne River). This
act rendered what was once called the Arm of Dorne to
a channel of islands. A similar act of blood magic was
employed to create the swamplands in the middle of Westeros (World, “The Coming of the First Men”).
These legends of blood rituals and divine intervention lead us to conclude that the battles for Westeros were
first and foremost holy wars. But to avoid anachronism,
keep in mind that (to the ancient way of thinking) holy
war was just called war. It is common today to view war
as a terrible but sometimes necessary evil. Most Western
minds consider warfare motivated by religion to be repugnant (the authors of this book included). But for ancient
peoples—and the Children are cast as such—warfare without divine support was considered futile.11 In times of great
need, blood ritual was sometimes used to get the attention
of the gods and to curry their favor.
Soon after the Children hammered the waters, a
truce was made between the aboriginals and the colonizers. This is often referred to simply as “the Pact.” The First
Men were allowed to colonize most of Westeros as long as
they left the forested areas to the Children. Most importantly, the men vowed to refrain from cutting down any
more sacred trees. And just as the war between groups was
“holy,” the pact that ended the war required a religious ceremony involving—you guessed it—deciduous horticulture.
In the center of a large lake called the “Gods Eye” was
an island with several weirwoods. Such an island is a classic example of a thin place. The Children of the Forest and
the First Men met here to create their peace covenant. The
greenseers carved faces on every weirwood on the island,
thereby ensuring that the Pact was witnessed by the gods
29
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11. See William T. Cavanaugh, The
Myth of Religious Violence (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2009).
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12. For Green Men lookalikes we
recommend farmersonly.com. “City
folks just don’t get it.”

several times over. Thereafter the island was named the
“Isle of Faces” and a monastic order was created to tend,
protect, and commune with these Heart Trees. This order
was named the “Green Men.” Due to the order’s isolation,
little is known about them save rumors. Some imagine
them to be green-skinned magicians with leaves for hair
and antlers. If so, they probably don’t find christianmingle.
com very useful.12

Gundestrup Cauldron: This silver cauldron (ca. 200 BCE–300

CE) features the image of an antlered man, perhaps the Celtic
deity “Cernunnos.” Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

13. By appealing to this analog, we
don’t intend to negate other analogs.
As we discuss elsewhere, Martin
builds his world by creating amalgams
of historical analogies.

What followed was a four thousand-year era of relative peace between the warring factions. Moreover, the
First Men adopted the gods of the Children. Because of
Martin’s interest in the Celts, the three iterations of sacred
“thin places” in Ireland is an apt analog:13
1. The pre-Celtic Irish folk consecrate thin places;
2. These thin places are adopted by the Celts;
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3. The same thin places are appropriated by Celtic
Christianity (although the new religion supersedes animism).
Consider now the parallel stages of Martin’s
northern animism:
A. The Children consecrate Heart Trees;
B. The First Men adopt Heart Trees as
places of prayer;
C. After the arrival of the Andals, the folk of the
North continue to revere the “old gods” (although
the new religion supersedes animism).
The fact that Martin associates the Andals’ religion—
the Faith of the Seven—with Christianity is also telling.
Once “the Seven” are established as the state religion, those
who continue to practice the ways of the First Men are now
practitioners of the “old ways” (as Ned Stark famously tells
his son Bran; S01E01, “Winter Is Coming”).
Finally, what the maesters call the Age of Heroes
concludes with religious syncretism (the marriage of
multiple sacred traditions into a new religious ethos). This
syncretism in Martin’s world is heard loud and clear in the
phrase “the old Gods and the new.” These two systems may
well be uncomfortably aligned but they are intermingled
nonetheless. Notice, for example, that the High Septon’s
staff is made of weirwood (Feast 7, Cersei II). In this case,
the high seat of the new religion appropriates something
sacred from the old gods. Conversely, the Starks preserve
both a weirwood grove and a sept (dedicated to the Seven)
within the walls of Winterfell. Indeed, the marriage of
Ned Stark and Catelyn Tully is an illustration of how these
worlds collided. Although Catelyn is literally married into
the “old ways,” she worships at her own sept and feels like
an outsider in the weirwood grove. And despite their level
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of spiritual comfort or discomfort, Ned and Catelyn sire a
greenseer of uncanny ability.
Seeing Green:
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HISTORICAL BACKDROP:
TREE SPRITS IN MYTH AND RELIGION

T

he idea of tree spirits is at least as old as the
ancient Greeks. In Greek mythology “naiads”
(meaning “ladies of the trees”) functioned as
nature spirits and were also associated with bodies of
water. Dryad literally means “oak nymph.”
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jainism venerate tree-related spirits called yakshis. When involved in the life of
humans, these spirits are generally benevolent or neutral.
The diwata of Philippine mythology can refer to generic
spirits but has come to be associated more specifically
with tree spirits. Most mythologies think of these spirits
as feminine. In the Middle East, the Druze (a minority
religious group in Israel) associate certain holy trees with
lives of their prophets and religious leaders.
Tolkien’s variation on tree spirits is that they can be
awake or, more often, asleep. Trees can be benevolent but
they can also be malicious and dangerous. Tolkien also
employs tree shepherds called the Ents, which are anthropomorphic (human-looking) trees. These trees with
human faces may be a partial inspiration for Martin’s character Brynden “Bloodraven” Rivers, who has merged his
body with a sacred tree to enhance his prophetic abilities.
C H A R A C T E R S T U D Y: N E D

T

here he is: the famous Eddard “Ned” Stark,
praying in the godswood of Winterfell. This grove
is where the First Men worshipped before the
Southern religions were brought to Westeros. The Heart
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Tree in the grove’s center has the carving of a face on the
trunk. The image has been there for millennia and will be
there as long as a Stark remains in Winterfell.
Character Study: Ned

The Chief Druid: This 18th-century etching depicts a druid
holding an oak branch. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

Honest, grim Ned. Honorable, pious Ned. Stupid,
pathetic, soon-to-be-headless Ned. He is among the most
beloved and belittled characters in George R. R. Martin’s
world. Many fans of A Game of Thrones are convinced
that Ned’s political ineptitude is a genetic disorder among
Stark men. They have a talent for swordplay, brooding,
and battle tactics, but when it comes to intrigue they are
33
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glacially slow. Martin rarely places witty banter on the lips
of these dullards. The slogan “Winter is coming” nearly
exhausts the Stark vocabulary. So it is not surprising that
the Starks do not articulate their religion in great detail.
It is, however, ingrained in them. For all of their failings,
they are devoted to the old gods.
Ned’s religion is something close to animism—
specifically, Celtic Druidry. In this view of the world, trees,
rivers, and animals are animated by the spirit world. Tree
worship, which is central to Stark religion, is a dead giveaway. Their devotion to the weirwood is more than mere
ritual. In praying, they expect the ancient spirits within
to hear them and see them. The Starks have literally built
their lives around the sacred grove. The architecture of
Winterfell was designed around the godswood.
Many cultures that contain elements of animism
also venerate ancestral spirits. While the Starks do not
worship their ancestors per se, they do pay them homage
in the Winterfell crypts. Ancient Stark kings and more
recent lords of Winterfell there sit carved in stone, with
iron swords drawn across their laps, eternally vigilant
against restless spirits.
Animistic peoples tend to be highly tribal. Not only
is Ned’s family tribal, they consider themselves as tight
as a pack of wolves. Their house sigil is the legendary
direwolf. (In Latin, canis dirus means “dreadful dog.”)
In Martin’s world, the beast is more than a totem. Some
Starks are spiritually connected to these animals, even
able to occupy their bodies while in dream states. During
seasons of winter and war the Starks become even more
protective of “the pack.”
Because Ned Stark is most associated with the title A
Game of Thrones (the first book of the series), he is generally judged by his inability to play politics. Ned fails to
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recognize that he’s even playing the game until it’s too
late. It’s almost as if he thinks he’s in a detective novel. By
this measure, Ned is the ultimate loser. Winning the game
involves keeping the right secrets and spinning the most
advantageous deceptions. Ned, by contrast, is determined
to learn the truth, tell the truth, and be true to his honor.
While his rigid refusal to play the game invites the ire and
lament of fans, Martin foreshadows Ned’s rigidity early in
the story. No doubt, this makes Ned’s final act all the more
surprising and vexing.
Because Martin has adapted Celtic animism, we
should remember that the Druids have a historic relationship to tree spirits. Druidic groups are often referred to
as “groves.” This self-identification reminds us that Druids
once worshipped among the trees (adherents of neo-Druidism still do). It is also telling that the word Druid literally means “oak seer.” It comes from the Old Celtic word
derwos. But this word has a double meaning: the first is oak
tree; the second is truth. So a Druid is one who “knows the
oak” and “knows the truth.” Likewise, the Anglo-Saxon
word treow also means both “tree” and “truth.”
A story from Scottish lore shows the connection
between trees and truth in the medieval mind. This story
is often referred to as “Thomas the Rhymer” and is based
on a thirteenth-century poet named Thomas de Ercildoun. Thomas meets the “Queen of fair Elfland” under a
fairy tree. Such trees were thought of as spiritual gateways.
The Queen leads Thomas into Elfland, where he receives a
tongue that cannot lie. He also gets a new coat and some
snazzy green shoes (i.e., fancy lad school). The historical
Thomas was known for his career as a prophet. With this
in mind, this fairytale is an origin story about how he got
his super-truth-telling power.
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From a modern perspective, it is easy to construe
this superpower as a liability. Who wouldn’t get in trouble
with a tongue that couldn’t lie? We have no idea if Martin is
aware of the Thomas the Rhymer story. But we guess that
if this story was reframed for modern audiences, Thomas
would probably end up like Ned Stark.
More importantly, there was a strong association
between trees and truth in the medieval mind. Given
Martin’s religious worldbuilding, Ned’s commitment to
truth may be foreshadowed by his tree worship. Martin
has used the religious setting of the North to fortify Ned’s
character. He is, as a person rooted in truth, simply ill
equipped to play the game of thrones.
DEEP DIVE:
A R E G IA N T S J U ST B IG A N I M A L S ?

A

ccording to the historians of the Citadel and
the records of the Night’s Watch, the giants of the
Dawn Age were simpletons. These great bipeds—
covered in fur and twelve feet tall—seem more zoological
than anthropological. Three criteria go into this assessment: (1) the giants did not work with metal nor did they
show any knowledge of it; (2) they used only caves or tall
trees for shelter; (3) they seemed to lack kings and lords
(World, “The Dawn Age”). This third point is reiterated
from a Free Folk perspective by Tormund: giants, like the
mammoths they ride, do not have kings, nor do they kneel
to their leaders. Tormund compares giants to mammoths,
snow bears, or whales, none of which play with crowns
and thrones (Storm 15, Jon II).
It’s possible that giants lack a clear social hierarchy.
But it’s also possible that the men in Martin’s world just
can’t discern any ruling class among the giants. So we
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ought to ask: Does the lack of a ruler warrant the zoological comparison? Put another way: Do these giants
lack culture?
The showrunners of Game of Thrones seem to indicate otherwise. Mag the Mighty is a case in point. After
Mag is killed at the Battle of Castle Black, he is remembered as a king. Mance Rayder claims that Mag is the
end of a bloodline that extends back to the Dawn Age
(S04E10, “The Children”). This show-only detail portrays
giant culture in terms of hereditary titles and leadership.
Here we might have an instance where the showrunners
part ways with book canon. According to A Storm of
Swords, the other giants follow Mag, but there is no clear
concept of kingship among them. Mag is called “king” in
the same way that George Costanza refers to his big toe
as the “captain of the toes.”
While it’s near impossible to answer the question of
kingship with any certainty, we think we can put to rest the
question of culture. There are, in fact, two clear indications
of giant culture in book canon.
First, the giants of the Dawn Age are known for
their burial sites (World, “The Dawn Age”). This fact
suggests ritual, which is a strong indicator of culture. It is
also worth noting that burial ritual usually fits hand-inglove with a belief in the afterlife. But we need to tread
lightly here because we have no other indication of a giant
mythology or religion.
Second, Mag makes a joke at Jon Snow’s expense.
Mag suggests that Jon is a maiden girl and then laughs
(Storm 15, Jon II). If language is not a clear enough indication, joke telling requires an advanced use of language.
So humor—joking especially—is a decisive indication of
culture. There can be no doubt that the giants of Martin’s
world are more than mere beasts.
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Deep Dive: Are Giants
Just Big Animals?

FA N T H E O R Y F U N : J O J E N PA S T E

Seeing Green:
Starks, Spirits, Squirrels,
and Supersized Specimen

14. Compare Daenerys’ reaction to
drinking shade of the evening as the
Warlocks’ guest in the House of the
Undying (Clash 63, Daenerys V).

W

e’ve been teasing the theory known as
“Jojen Paste” throughout this chapter. This
theory reminds us that the Children of the
Forest aren’t the cute and cuddly Hobbits they appear to be.
And the Three-Eyed Crow is no Treebeard. For a variety
of reasons, it’s also one of the more controversial theories
among the fan base.
In Dance, Bran is fed a special paste made of weirwood seed and sap by the Children. The Three-Eyed Crow
explains that the paste will bind Bran to the trees and
supercharge his greenseeing gifts. It is served to him in
a weirwood bowl decorated with tiny carved faces. The
paste is white, and streaked through with what Bran
thinks is sap. From Bran’s perspective, it looks like red
veins running through the thickened paste. By torchlight
it has the appearance of fresh blood.
Bran finds the taste disagreeable at first but as he
continues to eat develops an appetite and greedily devours
it. The paste tastes better with every bite.14 Afterward
the Bloodraven bids him to slip his mind into the trees
around him as he has done many times before with his
direwolf and Hodor. When he does so, he is treated to
intense visions of his family, the past, reaching back
into prehistory.
After this experience, Jojen is not seen or heard from
again. The implication is that the Children murdered the
fellow greenseer Jojen, and mixed his blood into the paste
so that by blood magic—or perhaps even by consuming Jojen’s power himself—Bran would get stronger. It’s
certainly a creepy idea, and casts the mentor of our little
hero in a very unflattering, ghoulish light. But is it true?
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If you’re a show watcher, the answer is of course not.
We saw Jojen die back in season 4 (S04E10, “The Children”), and while Thrones does not lack for ambiguous
cliffhanger “deaths,” this was decidedly not one of them.
The poor boy was literally mercy-exploded by the Children’s fireball magic after he was brutally gutted by a pack
of knife-wielding wights. In the show, Jojen Paste is definitely not a thing. Case closed.
But if you see the book as a higher order of canon,
or at the very least, an alternate narrative, Jojen Paste
bears a closer look. Because things just ain’t right with
Jojen in Dance. In fact, the entire Bran III chapter is full
of foreboding, sacrificial imagery. Martin uses the moon’s
state to relate the passage of time during the chapter, but
note how it is described. First, “a crescent, thin and sharp
as the blade of a knife,”15 then “a black hole in the sky,”
before finally “fat and full.” One possible reading is a threepart symbolism: a butcher carving up a roast, ravenously
hungry, which is then fully consumed.
Jojen at this point has achieved a huge part of his
mission, delivering Bran to the Three-Eyed Crow; “My
task was to get you here. My part in this is done.” But far
from being happy or accomplished, he is described as sad,
haunted, and weary. Certainly the long trek north was
harrowing and took a toll on him, but he isn’t killed by
wights. Rather, Jojen is cared for by the Children; “Food
and fire and rest had helped restore him after the ordeals
of their journey.”
Jojen has said since Clash that he has foreseen the day
of his death, frequently assuring his sister Meera during
their perils that “this is not the day I die.” Now, however, he
seems fixated on his own death. Jojen explains to Bran in
Bloodraven’s cave that the old “singers of the forest” eventually die and become part of the weirwoods themselves, a
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Fan Theory Fun:
Jojen Paste

15. Unless stated otherwise, all
quotes in this section come from
Dance 34, Bran III.

Seeing Green:
Starks, Spirits, Squirrels,
and Supersized Specimen

prospect that frightens Bran. Meera interrupts him, “Jojen,
you’re scaring him,” to which he replies, “He is not the one
who needs to be afraid.”
Jojen becomes withdrawn, retreating to the mouth
of the cave daily to stare out endlessly, shivering. When
Bran asks about his strange behavior, Meera explains that
her brother wants desperately to go home, but that “he
will not even try and fight his fate.” Jojen is convinced
that his greendreams have predicted his final outcome.
What fate does his sister want him to fight, and why
does it seem connected to leaving the cave and going
home? Could it be that Meera doesn’t want her brother to
become a protein shake?
Jojen and Meera are not seen again in Dance. Bran
looks for them, eager to share with them the things that
he’s seen in his visions, “but their snug alcove in the rock
was cold and empty.” Instead, Bran sees a final vision in the
chapter. He sees a man being sacrificed before Winterfell’s
weirwood tree in ancient times: “As his life flowed out of
him in a red tide, Brandon Stark could taste the blood.”
Having already acknowledged the show’s role in
debunking this theory, we must also point out that the
Children are seen performing a human sacrifice in the
show, too. Using blood magic to achieve their ends is
consistent with their character. The show runs ahead of
the books by showing how the Children created the White
Walkers in the first place by stabbing a very unwilling man
in the chest with an obsidian dagger (S06E05, “The Door”).
For now it’s up to the individual reader or viewer to
decide how they feel about the evidence and its harrowing
implications. The matter will probably not be settled one
way or another until The Winds of Winter finally blow
into bookstores.
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B I R D ’ S - E Y E V I E W:
T H E I N K I S D RY 16

I

n our deep dive into Celtic “thin places,” we infected
your Borg-collective mind with the suggestion that
sacred trees are time-space conduits. By tapping into
tree-spirit technology, Bran is able to astrally project his
ass to different places and different times. Once Martin
had established this Celtic tech, it was only a matter of
time before he sprinkled some sci-fi magic into his fantasy
cauldron. Season 6 of Game of Thrones brought this hoary
plot device to fruition and—as time paradoxes tend to
do—has created chaos in the fan hivemind.
From T. H. White’s Merlin, who lives backwards
through time and remembers the future, to the Terminator
hunting down Sarah Connor, storytellers have wrestled
with balancing the inherently interesting and powerful
mechanic of time manipulation, with its ability to cause
unsolvable paradoxes and rip open plot holes that no
amount of souped-up DeLoreans can mend.
Bran, under the tutelage of Brynden “Bloodraven”
Rivers, the Three-Eyed Crow, sees visions of the past,
including his father’s exploits at the Tower of Joy. There,
Ned found his sister dying after having given birth to
one Aegon Targaryen, a.k.a. Jon Snow. As Bran watches
his father and stalwart companions win their duel with
the three members of the Kingsguard stationed there to
protect Rhaegar and Lyanna’s secret, he calls out, “Father!”
Lord Stark pauses and turns back, as if he almost—but not
quite—hears Bran.
Bran is astonished that his father can hear him, and
wants to return to the past to try to establish communication. The Three-Eyed Crow instructs him that “the past
is already written, the ink is dry” (S06E04, “Book of the
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16. In this book, we will conclude
each chapter with a “Bird's-Eye
View” where we take a critical look
at Martin’s story and compare it with
other kinds of stories, theories, and
statements of authorial intention.
Sometimes our Bird's-Eye Views are
intentionally provocative and political.
We realize that these topics aren't
going please everyone and may, at
times, attract ire. If you need to skip
ahead to the next chapter, no hard
feelings. Words are Wind.

Seeing Green:
Starks, Spirits, Squirrels,
and Supersized Specimen

Stranger”). In other words, Bran can go back, observe, and
learn from the past, but he can’t influence it. This is already
a powerful ability, allowing Bran to uncover past lies and
deceptions, or witness events unfolding that provide valuable insight and context to the present.

• Excursus: Words Are Wind •

M

artin’s use of characters hearing the wind
might help us identify evidence of potential time travel: (1) After Bran cries “father” at the
Tower of Joy, Bloodraven is dismissive. “Maybe,
maybe he heard the wind.” (2 ) On the day that
the Starks find a litter of direwolf pups, Jon claims
to hear something; whereas Bran can only hear
the gentle rustling of wind (Game 1, Bran I). (3)
During her service at Harrenhal, Arya asks the old
gods to tell her what to do. As she prays before the
godswood, she thinks she hears a voice like her
father reminding her that “the lone wolf dies, but
the pack survives” (Clash 64, Arya X). (4) While
Theon serves Ramsay as Reek, he thinks he hears
voices in the wind speaking to him in proximity to
the Heart Tree in the godswood of Winterfell. This
happens twice. The first time, he describes the voice
as “faint as rustling leaves, as cold as hate” (Dance
37, “The Prince of Winterfell”). The second time
he hears them, they seemingly inspire him to try
to gird his fractured identity as Theon and later
attempt to save himself and Jeyne Poole by jumping
from the battlements of Winterfell (Dance 46, “A
Ghost in Winterfell”).17

17. Since we’re this far down
the wormhole, try some of this
Wesley Crusher-flavored paste we’ve
concocted: when Mirr Maz Duur is
communing with the spirit world,
Dany sees figures dancing around.
One appears to be a man wreathed
in flame and one is the “shadow of
a great wolf ” (Game 64, Daenerys
VIII). Clearly a “great wolf ” is a Stark
symbol in Martin’s world. Could it
be that some greenseeing Stark is
present during the birth of Dany’s
child and the stupefaction of Drogo?
And wouldn’t we find ourselves in an
interesting time loop if Dany’s dragonish, deformed baby was transported
away and raised by some other family?
(More on this in a future chapter.)
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But later, when Bran is using his powers to observe
the day his father left Winterfell as a boy to become a ward
in the Vale, the Night King mounts an all-out assault on
the Bloodraven’s Entish hideout. This is when things get
a bit hasty. While still locked in the vision, Bran hears
Meera’s screams to warg into Hodor, and obeys.18 The
confluence of Bran using his powers both within the
visions of the past and in the present causes something
strange to happen.
Bran orders Hodor to “hold the door!” Using his
deep-dish, two-slice bulk to anchor the door, Hodor is able
to keep the horde of undead blocked behind the rear exit
of the cave. But while Hodor is jamming the door, Bran
accidently butt dials himself into to the younger Hodor.
In other words, Bran wargs into Hodor in the past. Young
Hodor, who we learn has an actual name, Wylis, is a young
stable boy. More importantly, young Wylis doesn’t seem to
suffer any of the cognitive impairments that characterize
present-day Hodor. The power of Bran’s warging ability
causes Wylis to have a violent seizure, as he repeatedly
murmurs “hold the door,” slurring it until he is reduced
to whimpering “ho’door, ho’door, ho’door” (S06E05, “The
Door”). The psychic strain on Wylis’ mind is enough to
reduce him to the simple but well-hung dude that we’ve
grown to know and love.19
Tragically, Bran struggles with the realization that
not only has he forced Hodor to sacrifice himself to save
Bran and Meera but that in doing so he robbed Hodor
of a normal life. This is also the episode that proved to
some fans that the Bloodraven is a liar: Bran can absolutely
influence the past.
But did he? In science fiction, there are several flavors
of time travel, and what most separates them (beyond the
fantastic technology or magic that mechanically enables
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18. In retrospect, Bran really missed
a wide-open “one does not simply
warg into Hodor” opportunity. Sure,
he’s young, and obviously under
duress, but c’mon. It was right there.

19. There is some fan-fueled speculation that the fate of Wylis/Hodor
mirrors that of the “mad king” Aerys.
In his later years, Aerys is known for
losing his mind and shouting, “Burn
them all!” (S01E03, “Lord Snow”). Yet
he wasn’t born mad; in his younger
days he is described as intelligent,
charming, generous, handsome, and
resolute. What if Bran tried to visit
Aerys and talk sense to him, or subtly
nudge him away from the path that
led to the deaths of his grandfather
and uncle? Or perhaps what drove
Aerys mad was the Bloodraven’s own
clumsy attempts to influence the king,
which led to disaster. Or maybe he
was merely trying to warn Aerys of
the threat of the White Walkers and
how to defeat them, which is why the
mad king is reduced to screaming
“burn them all” in much the same
way Wylis is only capable of saying
“hodor.” If so, the experience led to
the destruction of Bloodraven’s own
house, and taught him the futility of
such an endeavor. This is the lesson he
tried to impart to Bran.

Seeing Green:
Starks, Spirits, Squirrels,
and Supersized Specimen

it) is how malleable the past is to change the present or
future. The more rigid a universe’s concept of time is, the
harder it becomes to change the past.
For example, in the classic Ray Bradbury short story
“The Sound of Thunder,” a wealthy man travels back in
time on safari to hunt the mighty Tyrannosaurus rex. The
man has paid a considerable sum of money for time scouts
to go back and tag an animal that will die of natural causes
(land slide, falling tree, struck by lightning, etc.) later that
day, minimizing damage to the time stream. The hunters
must also hunt on an elevated, levitating platform to keep
them from contaminating the past. As one might expect,
things do not go as planned. In the chaos of the hunt, the
hunter accidentally steps off the platform and tumbles
into the forest below. The dinosaur eventually is killed,
moments before the tree that would have killed it lands
on its Jurassic noggin. All seems fine, but on returning to
his timeline, the hunter discovers the future has changed.
When he examines his boots, the hunter finds a crushed
ancient butterfly smeared on his sole. The butterfly’s
untimely death was apparently enough to cause massive
changes to his world eons later. Thus Bradbury’s notion of
a malleable past and possible futures is flexible to a fault.
Contrast Bradbury’s notion of time with what is
probably the oldest time-travel story ever told. In the
Talmud—a post-biblical Jewish text—God and Moses
are having a chat. They’re discussing the future of Israel’s
education. God tells Moses about a future rabbi named
Akiba ben Joseph, who will be a genius. Akiba will be able
to interpret Jewish legal texts in ways that Moses can’t even
imagine yet. This intrigues Moses, and he asks to travel
into the future to see this guy. God obliges. He only has
to “walk backwards” and he finds himself in the back of
Akiba’s classroom. Moses recognizes that his own level
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of understanding pales in comparison. Poor Moses can’t
even keep up with Akiba’s students. Then he suggests that
God might change his mind and give the Torah to Akiba
instead. In other words, Moses’ inferiority complex makes
him want to change the past so that he never receives
the Ten Commandments. God refuses and tells Moses
to shut his big, fat mouth, “Silence! I’ve already decided!”
Then God—and this is just mean—reveals Akiba’s fate.
Mr. Super Genius ends up getting butchered.20 Moses
throws God some shade and says, “Is this what people
get for studying Torah?!” God replies again, “I’ve already
decided!”21 Seemingly, the author of this story thinks that
God’s plan is rigid. Moses’ time travel can’t change the past
or the future. He can only ever be a passive observer of an
unchanging timeline. The ink is dry.
Now consider a modern classic: the Futurama
episode “Roswell That Ends Well.” In this adventure, Fry
travels back in time and happens to meet his many times
great-grandfather Enos Fry, and winds up accidentally
killing him. Everyone expects Fry to vanish à la Dave and
Linda McFly. But Fry remains unfaded and ready to party
like Marty. Later it is revealed that Fry, after a few stiff
drinks, seduces his own grandmother, effectively becoming his own grandfather. The professor concludes the only
possible way this could have happened is if Fry had always
traveled back in time and become his own ancestor.
The core idea here is that if you manage to travel back
in time you cannot change the past, because if you did, you
could threaten your own existence and not be able to go
back in time to threaten it in the first place.
We guess that Martin’s notion of time is on the rigid
side. Most often, Bran is just a passive observer (like
Moses). And when Bran is more actively involved, he is
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Bird’s-Eye View:
The Ink Is Dry

20. While not detailed in this story,
Akiba was flayed to death by Romans
in the early second century CE.

21. Babylonian Talmud, tractate
Menahoth 29b.

Seeing Green:
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22. PSA: Future time travelers
wanting to make amends for snubbing
the author of A Brief History of Time at
the possible cost of creating an unresolvable time paradox can attend the
party on June 28, 2009, at the Earth
coordinates 52° 12' 21" N, 0° 7' 4.7" E.

forced to do what the rigid past demands of him (like Fry).
Bran did not create a new timeline. Hodor always suffered
brain damage, because Bran always travels back in time to
cause it. There is no “ideal” timeline where Wylis grows
up, marries the cute milkmaid that he’d always exchanged
shy glances with across the Winterfell courtyard, and
becomes the Stark kennelmaster. Never happened; never
could have happened. That’s not the only way time travel
has to work, but it appears to be the way things work in
Martin’s universe. In short, there will be no Bradburyesque
butterfly stomping in Martin’s world.
At the time of this writing, we’re still lacking two
books and one half-season of television. But as it stands,
we must conclude that in Martin’s world, the ability to
go back, perceive, and interact with the past has important limitations. Time travelers cannot change the past.
However, even being a mute observer of the past is still
an extremely powerful ability. This sort of greenseeing
is useful for catching Littlefinger in a deadly deception,
keeping tabs on what the Night King is up to, and finding
out Jon Snow’s true identity. But going back in time and
preventing the Children from creating the Night King
in the first place will most likely forever be out of Bran’s
reach. We’re reminded of Stephen Hawking, who famously
threw a lavish party for any potential time travelers with
the catch that he only sent out invitations after the party
happened. Nobody came.22
To those still convinced the Song will end with some
form of Doctor Whovian, wibbly-wobbly, timey-wimey
stuff happening, we have to ask: If Bran could eventually
unmake the Night King, then why hasn’t he?

We hope you enjoyed this preview chapter. Gods of Thrones is
available now in e-book and paperback editions. For links to
purchase, or to shop in our merch store featuring original art
from Gods of Thrones, visit GodsOfThrones.com!

